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 High-level, immersive 

educational services

Break rte barrieri berween 

ioace ann rioe 

inrerner rect 

exoaniion

Internet 3.0

Meraverie: oorrabi ro 

new enrireby worbni

new ieniory 

torizoni

VR increaiei irOnenr oorivarion

Completely imersion

inforoario�

overboan

Fibreri, oeranara, ra i, ann 

iearct iyireoi 

Content Curation

Tte neii n tai nirecrby fobbowen rte evolution of the human-computer relationship. We 

iaw a cbear itifr ai ni irab rectnobo y caoe ro incbOne a wine ran e of exoeriencei, oakin  

coooOreri an inrriniic oarr of oOr worbng Tte Meraverie, in rOrn, neicribei rte nexr ira e of 

rtii evobOrionary joOrney: computers as portals to whole new worlds. 

Ir wibb force a new neii n aooroactg Inirean of focOiin  on rte Oier, ir wibb orienr Oi around 

the person occOoyin  rtii virrOab worbng In rte Meraverie, rte neii n wibb be completely 

immersive. 

Tte neii n of rte fOrOre wibb nor be concernen io oOct wirt tow BOickby iooeone reactei 

rteir  oab l bOr rarter wterter rte Oier ii engaged enough to complete the whole process 

in the best way possibleg Wirt rtii  rowrt in iooeriion ann aooOnr of conrenr nOe ro 

information overload, fbreri, oeranara, ra i, ann iearct iyireoi oay be rte ooir criricab 

infrairrOcrOre rectnobo y for yeari ro cooeb

Wten ir cooei ro enOcarion, oany enOcarori tooe rtar virrOab worbn rectnobo iei wibb enabbe 

inirirOrioni ro provide top-notch service and instruction to students, no oarrer wtere 

rtey biveg More ann oore enOcarionab cenrrei worbnwine tave be On ro inrronOce oowerfOb 

new rectnobo ylbaien roobi rtar tebo oeer rte neeni of rte niverie irOnenr oooObariong 

Srannabone VR ii OnnoObrenby rte fOrOre of VR in enOcarion nOe ro iri untethered nature, 

immersive capabilities, 8 wide range of applications, and relatively low price. 

VirrOab reabiry wibb be rte orora oniir of an enorooOi neveboooenr rtar wibb abbow Oi ro 

niicover new sensory horizons, enabbin  ai birrbe ai ooiiibbe ro be boir wten inreracrion 

oovei froo rte reab ro rte virrOab worbng Tte oooorrOniry ro break the barriers between 

space and time  ivei Oi rte freenoo ro neveboo orojecri rtar invobve roOct, raire, ioebb, 

ann irioObarin  ieniarionig 

Since a neeo, immersive flow results in better and faster results, we wanr ro focOi oOr 

oronOcr frir on rte Oierri webblbein g  Or oain  oab ii ro oake oeoobe cooforrabbe ann 

confnenr ro fObby iooerie rteoiebvei in rtii Oniverieg <owever, rte rraniirion ro rtii worbn 

tai ro be gradual, fluid, and natural io rtar rte bony can oana e a new reabiry never 

before known.

Opportunity area

02 Scenario 02 Scenario
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The metaverse promises to improve many areas of our daily lives. However, with the 

emergence of any innovation, especially those directly afecting human behaviour, 

so e concerns cannot be ignoreds

High-end computers, game consoles, and VR headsets that support detailed virtual 

environments can be expensive. People with mobility issues or slow Internet connections 

may fnd moving an avatar in a real-time  D world inconvenient. It can further widen the 

gulf of social inequality, creating a diiision between those who can and those who

cannot connect. 

In addition, people with low or no vision can use screen readers to access text on web pages, 

but navigating in an image-based environment may be more difcult. Accessibility experts 

can help mitigate these problems, but there is still a long way to go before they are solved.

In the future, even the  acrofleiel consequences of our design decisions will take on 

a new physicality. While the poor design on something like a social media platform today 

may manifest as a drop in engagement, imbalances and inequality in the future may 

 anifest changes in behaiiour. 

W

Therein lies the problem. �he rise of the  etaierse can open up new iulnerabilities and 

present new opportunities to exploit the , not only for capitalism but even for terrorism, 

as it allows new ways for extremists to exert influence through fear, threat, and coercion. 

Virtual worlds are independent realities that can transform human beings, as self, community, 

and even notions of human nature are being remade. The metaverse, therefore, ofers us an 

opportunity to create a  ore just society. And it is up to us, the designers of this new world, 

to decide whether or not to take this chance.

ith virtual reality headsets and augmented reality glasses, people will be able to socialize, 

worship, and work in environments where the boundaries between environments and between 

the Digital and the Physical are permeable. In the metaverse, people will fnd  eaning and 

haie experiences in conjunction with their ofline liiess

Also, because of the tangible way that unethical design will present itself in this virtual world, 

we will have to be extra careful to guarantee the user ûdigital rights.û 

Help creating a better 

world for the player

 Better than the one we 

helped create for the user

Expensive

technology

Social inequality

Division between those who 

can and those who cannot 

connect� 

Image-based 

environment 

VR increases student 

motivation

Acessibility

The Ethics of 

Designing Virtual 

Worlds

Macro-level 

consequences of our 

design decisions

User ûdigital rightsû

But first...

02 Scenario 02 Scenario
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How will education

look like in 2037?

Higher education needs to 

prepare for new models, driven by 

changes to jobs, new skills and 

unsustainable student debt.

02 Scenario 02 Scenario
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The Future of Skills, 

NESTA, Oxford 

School and 

Pearson, Data 

Vizualisation by Dr. 

Cath Sleeman, 2016



Hi, my name is Julia" Nice co meec you!

The year is 2037" I don'c know precisely when che virtual meta world expansion scarced, buc abouc 5 

years ago, a 3D world wide web was launched, and wich chac, augmenced social realicy scarced co spread" 

I remember che news when chey frsc calked abouc ic, and all che problems poinced ouc"  e believed ic 

would be an opporcunicy co cravel wichouc moving, learn some chings and play realiscic video games" Buc 

here we are, living in an entirely fctional reality. The  obs, che schools, che relacionships exisc in chis 

world called che ½metaverse½.�

There are some advancages, I admic" I have some possibilicies chac my mocher or even my older siscer 

didn'c have" Jusc yescerday, I accended a class in Denmark wich a famous producc designer, and I could 

spend hours replicacing his sceps uncil I could creace che perfecc prococype" Time in college is now 

relative. If you are a fasc learner, you can reduce ic by up co 2 years" Also, che college became more 

accessible because chey didn'c have co deal wich chac much physical infrascruccure.

For example, one of my favourice meca parcs is browsing che global library. I have access co every 

academic library in che world, buc I miss che feeling of holding a book and flicking chrough che pages" 

Some praccical sensacions we were used co, like che smells and che cicy's noise, are gone" I wonder if we 

are losing our senses over time. Somecimes I suddenly feel chem ouc of nowhere, che doccor called ic 

che tghosc efecct"

Some studies say we are improving our vision, 

while others say VR contact lenses damage our 

eyes. It seems to be the kind of research we won't 

know for sure for a few years. Maybe I can buy 

some NFT research on this or search for it in the 

library. But well, these things are constantly 

changing, I remember when they said meta-reality 

would not be accessible, and here we are with  on 

the planet. Tech companies have invested heavily 

in this, as much as a nuclear power. People say it 

is the future of energy, but let's see.

Basically, in classes, we can usually choose between online or ofline theoretical 

courses since most of the students are from other countries. The ma6ority of 

the practical studies happen in the metaverse since the campus has been 

reduced to small classrooms and some big coworking spaces. The classes 

are smaller, and I'm very close to my classmates. We do everything together, 

even if we are from entirely diferent countries and have never seen each other 

in person.

Well, I have to go now. I'd like to chat more, but the class of my favourite 

influencer starts in 2 minutes, and I still need to pick up my boyfriend in India. 

He is having a bit of trouble disconnecting from a video game last week... But I'm 

super e&cited about this class, and he promised me we would watch it together-

Scenario

02 Scenario 02 Scenario
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We envision a product 

service system where 

students can �ully immerse 

themselves in enriching 

educational activities. 

We want to ensure easy 

access to quality content 

without physical constraints, 

using the power of touch to 

create a boundary-spanning 

network that helps our users 

explore the endless sources of 

knowledge in the metaverse.

02 Scenario
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How might we harness

the human senses to 

create this safe space 

for both mind and body? 

The answer was simple: understand how people without 

sight perceive the physical boundaries of space.

Inspired by tactile rubber flooring, we created a circular wood mat that, through a three-

dimensional pattern, shows the student that they are leaving a delimitated space. The produce

is a 180 cm diameter mat made of plywood engraved thanks to CNC machines.

By moving away from the central flat surface, where the student is supposed to stand still, the 

pattern improves its scale and provide increasing analogic feedbacks to the student about its 

location across the mat without distracting him from the VR session providing, in this way, a 

pleasant and psychological safe experience.

In addition, the mat also works as a replacement for remote controls. �ue to the VR glasses� 

technology, we can perceive the presence and absence of movement and replicate the 

actions into the virtual. 

03 Product 03 Product
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Speitficatio

Dtfreroa  atimulatio

Three diferent levels of stimulation are brought to the user 

through the diferent sized patterns on the matt allowing them to 

move freely while recognizing the space around them.

The dense pattern provides the same tactile 

sensation as standing normally and provides proper 

static space for the user.

Standing Area - Comfortable 

The small are� of the pattern can bring an electric 

sensation of soreness to the user so that the user 

can be aware of the border at the moment of touch.

Warning Area - Soreness

Users control their behaviour through the 

feedback of massage sensation when touching 

the appropriate density of patterns with their feet.

Moving Area - Massage

03 Product
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Speitficatio

Pattern

According to our test, the split hexagonal star pattern was fnally chosen because this pattern 

could bring the student enough stimulation and massage feeling.

The area division of diferent 

functions is carefully considered. 

Because of the instability of 

student movement, we have to 

ensure a certain rerror-tolerant 

rate, so we increase the area of 

moving area appropriately.

Size

03 Product
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The Mat





ENSO is straightforward and intuitive to use. 

Students can just fnd an idle matt taae oo their 

shoes and use it.

It also ofers two main  unctions to the studentt 

The principle of ENSO is to provide the 

students with tactile feedback through 

diferent gradients of wood.  We grant control 

to our students so they can fully immerse 

themselves in the eºperience with con�dence. 

How to use it

When students want to control the 

movement of characters in the 

metaverse, they �ust need to follow their 

intuition and enter the moving area. 

Then move without leaving the bounded 

area (function 2). The character in the 

metaverse will move in the direction of 

the target accordingly.!

Controller

When the student is very close to the 

edge of the mat, the student's feet will 

be stimulated by the small raised 

pattern, which establishes a sense of 

real-world boundary through touch.

Perimeter setter

03 Product 03 Product
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We guarantee an enriching 

and complete educational 

experience for our students: 

Product Service

online, we ofer  

full content service; 

and ofline, through   

physical space delimiter, 

we grant freedom of 

movement and total 

immersion in the 

chosen course.

04 Service

35 3�

Enso is a system with one ofer for onfine partners, one for oofine partners and one for 

students. Therefore, to create a complete solution, we divided the company into three 

main touchpoints: Kinetic Mat (the physical product), Carpet Care (maintenance 

service) and Atheneum (educational content service).

Our system



Recycle process

ENSO has a specifc cycle design for the 

carpet recycling process.


 

First, ENSO staf will come to the campus to collect the daaaaed 

carpets and install new ones after receiving a maintenance request. 

Then, in the fablab, the recycled carpets will be classifed according 

to the criteria of reformable and non-reformable.  

The non-reformable carpet is sold to a wood recyclina plant. The 

remanufactured mats are cleaned and sanded by staf, and new 

plywood is put back on the bottom. Finally, the raised pattern on the 

mat is cut out by CNC. 

In this recycling process, ENSO reduces the waste of production 

resources¸ e�tendina the li�e cycle of the mat.

04 Service

37 3ð

Raw

Materials

Sourcing

& Design

Manufacturing

& Distrifution

Mar/eting 

& Sales

Product 

Use

End of life 

Disposal & 

Re�erse 2ogistics

Residua8

Waste

Disassem

bly

Once the product is purchased, we deliver it to the place requested by the 

customer, who can immediately use it.

Being subjected to deterioration, this carper will be consumed in some parts, 

losing shape and functionality: and there is where our service intervenes.

Instead of buying a new carpet, we allow our customers to replace their worn 

mat with a freshly engraved one.

Their old mat is brought to the laboratory, where we will treatQ re�engraveQ and 

refurbish it to send to a new customer.

The product is designed to be engraved several times before reaching the end of 

its life. It allows us to extend the total life span of the product and, based on CNC 

machining. 7e can also delegate the maintenance part to speciali�ed laboratories.

The aim is to combine circularity with a socio�technical perspective, favoring 

the economic sustainability of the Enso company and facilitating access to 

students. To stimulate conscious collaborative consumption, seeking alternatives 

of mass production systems and business practices. 

Carpet Care

Product lifecycle

37



Storyboard

04 Service 04 Service
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æ ÞÉØßäÕÚÔÒØåØÖäåÑßÒÉÐÕÔÒÒâÕÔÝÉÒäÉÕßâËâßâåØÍ

æ ÌÔâÕÜäÊÔßäÈåå×äâÓÓåÒØâÚáäâáäÇäØ×åÕâÆÕäßàåÓã

æ ÅØÉÄåäÛÚÒäÊÚßàäÉÕÉÈåÓâÕäÛÔáÕßâÚáØäÉáÈäÝåâØÔÒåäßâÓã

æ ÂÚÓÓåÒÕâÉÝäÉÄÒååÓåáßØäßÚäÉÈÚ×ßäßàåäÓÉß

æ �ÚØØâÊâÝâß	äßÚäÈåÝËåäÈåå×åÒäâáßÚäËÉÒâåÈäßÚ×âÕ�

æ ìáßåÒÉÕßâËåä�ä×åÒØÚáÉÝâëåÈäÝåÉÒáâáÄäåÑ×åÒâåáÕã

æ ÂÚáßåáßäÕÔÒÉßâÚáä

æ ìÓÓåÒØâËåäÉáÈäÕÚÝÝÉÊÚÒÉßâËåäÓåßÉËåÒØåäåÑ×åÒâåáÕå�

æ 3â2åÒåáßäÕÚÔÒØåä×ÚØØâÊâÝâßâåØäÉáÈäØÕåáÉÒâÚ�

æ �ÒåÉßåÒäÔØåÒäâáËÚÝËåÓåáßäÉáÈäâáßåÒÉÕßâÚ*

æ �åÉÕàåÒä�ÒÉâáâáÄ

båä×ÒÚËâÈåäW[¬Wäe��r[}Kä���ä�[¼«§:«ä«��¡�}[ ��rä¡ �}«�}äÉáÈä¼[§}��rä§«�r[}Kä

«UE«§[«�¡«:ä² §ä:}��«�}:äÊ	ä×ÉÒßáåÒâáÄäIâßàäßàåäÓÚØßäÉÈËÉáÕåÈäÕÚáßåáßä×ÒÚËâÈåÒØB`

3âËâÈåÈäâáßÚäßàÒååäÕÉßåÄÚÒâåØ^äIåäÓÉ××åÈäÚÔÒäÓÉâáä×ÉÒßáåÒØäÉÕÕÚÒÈâáÄäßÚäßàåäE ::[@[r[}Kä

 ²ä[ªª«§:[ �ä���ä:}��«�}ä«�¬�¬«ª«�}ä<�:«§;B`

ìáäÉÈÈâßâÚáäßÚäßàåäÉÈËÉáßÉÄåäÚÛäâáÕÒåÉØâáÄäÚÔÒäÓÉÒÜåßäØàÉÒåäÉáÈä×åÒÕåâËåÈäËÉÝÔå^äåÉÕàä

×ÉÒßáåÒØàâ×äÕÉßåÄÚÒ	äÕÉáä���ä}W«ä² rr H[�¬ä¼�r�«:äßÚäÔØX

�{~xyz~wv|uw

����

æ ÂÒåÈåÒØâäbÚÒÝ�

æ

æ

æ

æ

������ä�ÉØâ�

��ì3ì�ä�ÓáâËåÒØã

ÞÚÒßáâßåäÂÒåÉßâËã

BÚÒâëÚá

æ câÕÒÚØÚÛßäBÚÝÚ^åá�

æ �ÉßâÚáÉÝä�åÚÄÒÉ×àâÕä�Ñ×ÝÚÒåä�L

æ cÚáÈÝI

æ �KäcÔØåÔÓäÚÛäÞâáåä�ÒßÍ

æ �ÚÚÄÝåä�Ñ×åÈâßâÚáØ
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CORE: educational content-search platform

Carpet Care: collection and maintenance 

Carpet Care: delivery and installation

management of the digital system and stakeholders

The core of our solution is to provide an educational content service platform 

through partnerships. At a second level, we consider a service of collection and 

maintenance gon fam lamsc of the physical product. \e�t, we have the assistance of 

delivering and installing the carpet in schools in a local and distributed scenario. On a 

fourth level, we have digital platform management, which includes the maintenance, 

updating, and analysis of data and the partnerships maintenance.

Offerin  Ma
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Online partners

[VR and E-Learning 

services]

Final Users

[7tudents]

OXline partners

[Universities]

ENSO Co.

VR 

developers

University 

board

Educators

Logistics

companies

Fablabs

Plywood ind

Stakeholders

Map
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SECONDAR	
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*As students, we define 

any person who is 

studying a subject.
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Bold

Confdent

Reliable

Free

Adaptable

Value Proposition

We are a service that removes boundaries, letting our users enjoy 

the completeness and complexity of the metaverse. In that way, 

we aim for education to become limitless.

We create a system that allows people to®

Move the body and mind freely in the metaverse (and out of it), 

developing a  to help them integrate into their daily 

lives.

Connect with diferent types of class and content.

 and collaborating for an



.

, combining circularity with a socio-

technical perspective. We are trying to decouple the production 

systems from new resource extraction by using a product with a long 

lifespan and a complete service for refurbishment and reuse¯

safe mental place

 �nteracting with 

students around the world  immersive and 

complete learning process

Provide a circular economy

Individual Benefi

Community Benef'

Environmental Beneft

We believe that the intensity of the experiences 

depends only on you but that the trajectory is 

much more enjoyable when shared.  

We defne ourselves as a solid and conWdent brand that faces tomorrow. We 

nurture those around us in a way that creates comfort and calm. 

We are solid, reliable, and adaptable. We become what is most crucial in our 

moment of use. We value your freedom above all else and want to be the small 

step of courage you lac= to be the best version of yourself.

05 Communication

Personality
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Students

[instead of Users]

boundaries

[instead of Limits]

Take

a step

[instead of Start]

Zone

[instead of Perimeter]

Tone �� �oi�e

Wordy Concise

Playfull Formal

Ludic Lucid

Skillful Plain

Because we deal with diferent types of partners, in our 

communication we try to be light, concise, and coherent. We 

want anyone to be able to understand and recognize themselves 

in our goals and truths. 

We value clarity above all else. 6owever, we always recognize our limitations and are willing to learn together, 

adding ideas and sharing moments.

Key Terms

Naming

We don't...

Ofenn

We know how to communicate serious issues in an empathetic way 

so that people can relate, but we never lack politeness or respect.

Deceive

We know our serviceis true potential and value, and we 

communicate it with fair, transparent, and truthful language.

Underestimate

We seek to disseminate knowledge and solve problems in the best 

possible way, but we are always open to new learning.

Enso (formally spelt ensō⸀� is a sacred symbol in Zen Buddhism, meaning circle or, 

sometimes, circle of union. It is traditionally drawn using only a brushstroke as a meditative 

practice to express the moment the mind is free to let the body create

.

The Japanese practice of drawing ensō requires allowing the body to create freely and then 

observing the result without feeling the need to modify its actions. According to 

Buddhist tradition, one must draw the ensō in a single, quick stroke, and it is not possible to 

go back and change the drawing. It is a manifestation of the artist at the moment of creation 

and the acceptance of our innermost self. It symbolizes beauty in imperfection, the art of 

letting go of expectations, the circle of life, and connection

.

An ensō should display the following characteristics: kanso (simplicity⸀�, shizen (no pretence; 

natural⸀�, and datsuzoku (freedom⸀�

�
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�1 Rayan Carl / �lue prints

�� Enso / Gradient Pattern

�� Sagmeister / Casa da Musica

�¯ ¬sian Film Festival New ®or�

�� MuirMcNeil Factor / ·isual Numbers

Gradient

Product

Evolution

Geometr�

Repetition

The mood board was created considering the main elements 

we wanted Enso to communicate. 

Gradient and Geometry were the �ey components we selected 

as the starting point. These artists inspired us to create a brand 

identity coherent with both our service system's product and 

core values.

�� Communication �� Communication

Moodboard

Classic

Static

Natural

SoVt

Fun

Round

Contempory

Movement

Digital

Strong

Serious

Sharp

Visual Identity Direction
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Primary logo 

05 Communication 05 Communication

Enso is more than a product: it is a plural communitr.

The louo is based on a fautd tdeetttn that works with shapes identifed in the  atterey'  eometrny

The  rtmarn ao o t' u'ed to refer to the com aen a' a ohoae, while we use diferent 

specifcations oor the secondarr one.  e thouuht oo this diferentiation due to theh

 auraattn of 'ervtce' ofered and to enhance the com aeny'  rooth  oteettaal

75 7�

Secondary logos 

The Enso companr is currentlr made up oo three mate touch otet'� the 

 roduct tt'eaf aed the too 'ervtce'+2

Thereoore, to diferentiate them, we created a 'ecoedarn ver'toe of the ao o 

for each of them, where the chosen colour will be used in the communication.



logo Elements 

35 Communication 35 Communication

The  hole pattern of the carpet is composed of small triangles distributed gradually that 

together form the design. As  e explore the negatives in the elements that make up the 

visual identity, for the logo,  e chose to use the triangle detail.

77 7×

The triangular is used in the corner to 

simulate a fold and recall the pattern.

Triangular Module

Since the logo has diferent versions for the 

product and for each service, the primary 

version must contain the  ord 
company
.

Company

In the negative version,  e apply a stroke to the shape 

so as not to lose the shape and keep the same balance 

of the  eights as the coloured version.

Stroke

The pattern is formed by the isosceles triangle of  3º and 

123º. In the extremities  here it  asn't possible to ft the 

triangle,  e fnished  ith a  3º angle to harmonise.

30º angle

We adapted the typography used in the identity 

(Moderat) to make it more triangular and 

personalised. So,  e added triangular fgures on 

the extremities, using the original font's o n 

characteristics as a measurement pattern.

Triangle corners
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Moderat Light

Moderat Regular

Moderat Bold

Moderat Mono

>-

>-

>-

>-

Moderat ¼aº»l·

Header

Su title

Extra style

MODE��T LIGHT

M���RT R���
R

M������ B���

M&(E'#! M&"&

Moderat �·ZebaJe V �eUOlaQ

Designed  y Fa ian Fohrer and Fa ian Hu er, pu lished  y TIGHTYPE in 2015

and redrawn  y Fa ian Fohrer in 2019s Third iersion of Moderat Familys

 e decided to choose a single font and play with its 

weight and sizes It’s a geometric typeface that works 

iery well for  oth  ody copy and display type and 

that allows us to fulfl our need to  e  oth fun and 

iery professionals

Typeface

Moderat is a geometric sans-serif typeface 

family, consisting of 42 styles, ranging from Thin 

to Black in three widths - Condensed, Standard 

and Extended, with corresponding Italics and six 

Mono styless Initially designed in 2015 and 

continuously deieloped, the low stroke contrast, 

closed apertures, and seieral angular details 

defne its distinctiie characteristicss  ith an 

enhanced set of OpenType features and stylistic 

and positional alternates, Moderat is suited for 

any kind of use, printed or displays
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Palette

Enso is a robust ecosystem that allows users a free and new 

connection. It uses colour to express its strength and bring 

potential students closer to a professional system that is also 

direct and close to the consumer. The colour is used according 

to the topic and the user will be educated in its use.

01.

02.

0S.

04.

05.

06.

07.

08.

Shiny Shamrock

Maize

Pink Sherbet

Dark Sienna

Flame

Steel Blue

Burnt Orange

SilXer

#4FA67D

#F5�0S�

#F48AA�

#SS111�

#F04A25

#S�6�y�

#FS7S4|

#y�y�y�

79, 166, 125

245, 192, 63

244, 1S8, 16�

51, 17, 23

240, 74, S�

61, 108, 180

24S, 115, 65

189, 189, 189

0S

06

01

07

08

04

05

05 �ommunication 05 �ommunication

02
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Institutional communication

The pictures have the 6 shapes

that represent the identity.

When needed, they can be placed 

according to other shapes as long 

as they are geometric.

The triangular shape module that 

generates the pattern of the 

product is used in the border of 

images and graphics to simulate 

a fold and recall the pattern.

Photography

Triangular Module

05 Communication 05 Communication
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Expand your

boundaries.

Free your

mind.

Social Campaign

Finai Dot

Confdlntiaa

Dirlct and

Uslr Clntlrld

I
m

p
l

r
a
t
i
v
l

 
V

l
r
b

05 Communication 05 Communication

As an lxampil of a soed a me da pa tform, wl usld Instagram 

to promotl our product and intlract with thl Enso Community. 

Wl usl dmper tdve verbs wdth a eoof eotd a  o   dreet tooe 

to lngagl thl uslrs and put thlm in thl clntrl�

Thl Enso campaign aims to empower the user to lxplrimlnt 

with a nlw way of ilarning to frll his body and his mind. 

Enso Profil

Institutionai 

Campaign

Product
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Step into your zone, 

set your mind free.

Art Direction

For the art direction in promoting our product and 

services, we adapted the institutional language to a 

more photographic approach.

Besides the supporting elements already presented, the 

photographs used involve either the product itself 

(pattern highlights) or montages of the user in a learning 

scenario in the meta7erse (surreal), using virtual reality 

glasses, mixing the two realities. 

We wanted to bring a more sensorial language closer to 

the reality of our students. The typography and 

chromatic palette follow the same, and the campaign 

slogan is3 2tep into 1nowledge.

05 Communication 05 Communication
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What is metaverse

To begin our research, we frst understand the term "metaverse" and where it came from. In 

short, it is an immersive version of virtual Internet reality where people can interact 

with digital objects and digital representations of themselves and others and can 

move more or less freely from one virtual environment to another. It can also involve 

augmented reality, a mixture of virtual and physical realities, representing people and 

objects from the physical world in the virtual and, conversely, bringing the virtual into 

people's perceptions of physical spaces.

Neal  tephenson coined the term "metaverse" in his 1992 novel Snow Crash, which was 

referred to as inhabited by avatars of real people. It was a persistent, immersive 3D virtual 

environment in which any user, anywhere in the world, could engage everything from 

business to entertainment with access to a terminal.

Almost 30 years later, this defnition is taking shape before our eyes.  ome call it the new 

Internet (or the Internet incarnate), others a democratized virtual society, still others the 

convergence of virtual and physical realities, persistent virtual spaces, or a digital twin of 

our world. In recent years, the term includes aspects of the physical world objects, 

actors, interfaces, and networks that build and interact with virtual environments. 

What makes this scenario full of opportunity is the concept that the Metaverse is not 

owned by a handful of just a few companies, as there are new technologies that could 

facilitate less centralized virtual worlds, such as cryptocurrencies and non-fungible tokens 

or NdTs. Not one product a single company can build alone, these metaverse visions 

overlap with the concept of _eb�, a term that covers the concept of decentralized 

internet services where users retain more personal control over the data they put online.

VR in education

In education - which we consider here as the process of receiving or giving systematic 

instruction - Virtual .eality is already making signifcant inroads with many start-ups and 

established companies ofering packages of experiences and services aimed at schools (but 

also at factories, armies and other institutions). The virtual world is becoming helpful in learning 

safer and faster while also saving much money.

However, we believe that higher education institutions will face many choices ofered by virtual 

worlds and need to consider various strategic and legal issues carefully. In recent years, the 

"software-as-a-service" trend has grown. Instead of purchasing a software product installed 

and hosted on the institution's servers and managed by internal staf, the institution pays an 

outside company to host the software application and provide services to customers over the 

Internet - and this is an excellent opportunity for potential service. 

Virtual world platforms seem to essentially follow this model, which puts higher education 

institutions in the position of relying on the service provider for everything from data security, 

uptime, and reliability to the governance of the legal relationships between the institution and 

its faculty, staf, and students under the provider's terms of service. However, the choice of the 

platform must be made carefully, as existing platforms may not meet the legal re!uirements to 

which higher education institutions are bound, such as accessibility, accreditation reporting, 

and student privacy re!uirements. Therefore, colleges and universities will be forced to weigh 

these issues carefully and understand the implications of their choices.



The near future
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In 15 years, virtual reality will  e the  rotagonist of a vast develo uent that will allow us

to discover new sensory horiions. Although VR technology is now limited only to touch 

and sight, most developers are working to extend this sensory hijacking to our other faculties, 

such as touch and smell, to deepen this sense of immersion and enter a new universe. 

This will make the experience more immersive in the future, although, on the other hand, the 

tools used will be cheaper, lighter and more comfortable. In this era, characterized by the so-

called Metaverse, we will be involved in something more than Virtual and Extended Reality (XR). 

It involves augmented reality with virtual reality and, of course, will be enabled by other 

technological trends, including su er-fast networ�s that will allow us to e  erience �R as a 

cloud service, just as we consuue uusic and uovies today. 

At the same time, artifcial intelligence will  e instruuental in providing more  ersonaliied 

virtual worlds to explore, characters and activities that best ft our personalities and evolutions.

When we turn our focus to education in this scenario, we must consider that much of the 

advantageous virtual reality production and prese ntation software is already availa le to 

educators and students. Unity software may well be considered the industry standard for VR 

production (Gaudiosi 2015); it is also freely available in its "personal edition" form and relatively 

easy to use (Catanzarti 2015a, b). 

To better understand possible 

technological avenues to explore 

in our product, we researched imminent 

technological advancesI

- LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging): essentially used to create a 3D 

map of the surroundings, which can seriously increase the AR 

capabilities. It can provide a sense of depth to AR creations - rather 

than looking like a flat graphic. It also enables occlusion, where any 

physical object located in front of the AR object should block the view 

of the object. This is vital to make AR creations look more rooted in the 

real world and avoid clunky experiences.

- �R headsets0 will get smaller, lighter, and incorporate more features. 

Hand detection and eye tracking are two prominent examples of the 

technology increasingly incorporated into VR headsets. +ecause hand 

detection allows VR users to control movements without clunky 

controllers, users can be more expressive in VR and connect with their 

game or VR experience on a deeper level. Moreover, the inclusion of 

eye-tracking technology allows the system to focus the best resolution 

and image *uality only on the parts of the image the user is looking at 

(just as the human eye does). This taxes the system less, reduces lag 

and reduces the risk of nausea.

- .ew gR accessories0 to further deepen the experiences, such as 

robotic boots (Ekto %ne), haptic gloves, or even full-body suits 

(Teslasuit). These accessories will become more a=ordable, mainstream, 

and e=ective over time, ensuring a more immersive experience6


 

- AR contact lenses0 While it is true that AR glasses will become better, 

cheaper and more comfortable, in the future, they may also become 

obsolete as AR lenses take over. Eventually, AR lenses could be used to 

magnify the world around us so that we could see whatever we want. 

They could also help us improve our vision in low-light conditions (even 

though our vision is unobstructed) or even serve as a teleprompter for 

speaking events. All this would further blur the boundary between the 

natural world and the virtual world.
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Interview Insights

“We can work wherever we want since we are 

cooperating on projects”

S.G. / High Tech Developer

L.V. / Pro Gamer

Y.W. / VR Hard User

D.d.T. / Ovr CEO

“� believe in �÷ years ö� devices will get 

smaller and lighter, becoming more portable”

“�eality wont stop to exist, ! new virtuality can give 

more possibilities but go blended is the key ”

“Lechnology must accelerate continuity between 

university and education out of university”

“The ‘metaverse’

is a set of virtual 

spaces where you 

can create and 

explore with other 

people who aren’t 

in the same physical 

space as youMlc

Andiew Borwoith (VP Ffcebook Reflaty Lfbr)

fnd Nack Clegg (VP Globfl Affairs
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We tried to change our thinking by using the physical 

boundary as the entry point and combining the 

elements of the previous solutions to rethink the product 

solution with low technology as the project's core.

In the end, we chose the tactile mat as the fnal 

direction of the product, inspired by way of the blind. 

Because we found that the user's feeling when using 

virtual reality devices is very close to that of the blind 

due to the lack of sense of boundary with the real world. 

version 3.1.1

After determining the design direction of the product, we did a brainstorm

to design and iterate on the functionality of the mat and other details of the 

product. During this phase, we determined the basic functionality and the 

usage of the product.

VERSON 3.1 - MULTI MAT

VERSON 3.& - ARMOR

VERSON 3.3 - UMBRELLA

VERSON 3.6 - 2EACOC4 BELT

06 Annex 100 Annex

Harness the human senses to create a safe space.

A more playful and technological path.

Expansible belt that set a safe distance.

Curtain that helps the user to understand, through touch, 

that they are exceeding their areag
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We ran mdltiple iterations of the mat's raised patterno And scored the 

selection based on aestheticst processing difcdltlt and dse perceptiono 

In the end, we chose a hexagonal pattern with size and distance gradient, 

and then we made a prototype of the product based on the pattern and 

tested that prototype in actual usage. The pattern was then fneetuned 

based on the test results to improve its functions.

3.1.1.4

3.1.1.:

3.1.1.1

3.1.1.3

3.1.1.?

3.1.1.B

3.1.1.G

prototype & testing
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Product Development Final Pattern

Lncep, when oestgntng che fnna  nccepn, we mnoe  roaoay e  ii  mriog   maerima  
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Ftpsc, we mnoe a satueo  nccepn dstng che 3d  riiaern Afcep  ptnctng chts  teue 

(vtstbae tn che tmnges), we wnakeo in tc nno otsuivepeo sime tssdes peanceo ci chts 

cy e if shn en The excpeme uipneps if che cptnngae chnc mnke d  che  nccepn wepe 

aoo  hmr  mid  oahered ogr feea, tnupenstng che ptsk if  isstbae nuutoencs whtae 

dstng che  pioduc.

Onue we dnoepsciio hiw idp feec mtghc penuc ci che  nccepn nno che oefntce 
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Final Prototype 
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Final Prototype
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Technical Drawing
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Video Making-of
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Future Outlook

A nearly 2m mat is a viable solution for universities, as it has a long life cycle, 

is sturdy, and is difcult to move, remaining gxed to the floor. rowever, to 

expand our business and aake it aore afordablee we iaagine in the 

future launching aats of various aaterials to be used in offcaapus 

situations. For example, one made of folding rubber for use at home.

Furthermore, we plan to invest time and research in creating new patterns, 

moving more and more towards the personalization of our product.
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